
Daikon 300mm LED Edison Style Bulb

Daikon LED Edison Style Bulbs
Finally, LED light bulbs with a vintage filament flare that conserve energy 
and still give you that authentic lighting effect from days past! These Edison 
style LED retrofit bulbs offer complete customization to every light fixture we 
offer. The most impressive feature of these bulbs is that they literally pay for 
themselves in a matter of years by using only a fraction of energy that 
normal filament bulbs consume. They also produce much less heat but still 
offer that familiar, warm glow. 

These bulbs were designed by Daikon Studio and made specifically for 
Daikon light fixtures but will work in other lighting applications as well. Our 
signature flat top bulbs complement our angular and geometric fixtures. We 
have these custom made because all existing LED bulbs in the style are far 
too bright and actually hurt to look at! We spent over 6 months prototyping to 
make a bulb that replicates traditional incandescent bulbs but is also soft 
enough on eye to look at and enjoy! Delicate LED strips are carefully hand 
assembled into thick blown glass exteriors which ensure that each bulb has 
a long life.

Specifications:
300mm long 3-watts (30watt incandescent equivalent)
*E26 \ medium Edison screw base 
*120V 
*2200K 
*250 Lumens 
*High CRI at 95ra 
*Dimmable (see compatible dimmer switches below) 
*Up to 100,000 hour lifespan  
 
Our Daikon bulbs are proven to work flawlessly with the following brand 
dimmers. They may also work with other dimmers however we can not say 
for sure.

Insteon: 2477D  
GE: Z-Wave Smart Dimmer 12724  
Jasco: In-Wall Smart Dimmer 45712 
Lutron: DIVA C-L 150W DVCL-153P  DIVA C-L 250W DVCL-253P Ariadni 
C-L 150W AYCL-153P Skylark C-L 150W CTCL-153P.
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